Abstract -The nature of distributed multimedia applications is such that they require multipeer communication support mechanisms. The multimedia traffic needs to be delivered to end-systems, networks and end-users in a form that they can handle while satisfying the constraints imposed by the multimedia application. Quality of Service (QoS) mechanisms that can ensure full quality media playout at high-performance workstations, while at the same time providing appropriately filtered lower quality media for playout at other end-systems, are required. Existing multicast support mechanisms are deficient for this purpose, in a heterogeneous environment, because they work on a common denominator premise where the quality delivered depends on the least capable link or node involved in the multicast session. This paper proposes and analyses the use of filtering mechanisms as a means of supporting disparate receiver capabilities and QoS requirements. The paper describes the implementation of a number of filtering mechanisms and highlights the communications architecture within which these mechanisms are built. This architecture constitutes a specific network topology and a new protocol family developed within a UNIX-like operating system.
I. INTRODUCTION D
ERIVING satisfactory end-to-end QoS support within multicast groups for continuous media data services is a challenging research issue. While a common quality agreement for data capture, transfer and display between user and a provider can potentially be negotiated and maintained in a peer-to-peer communication, this task becomes overwhelming when considering peer-to-multipeer communications. The major problem lies in resolving heterogeneity issues. These issues, in an open, wide-area environment, are evident in both end-systems and networks. Another factor which influences these QoS support mechanisms is that distinct users have different requirements. The perception of good video or audio quality is, ultimately, user dependent. We also need to determine what constitutes successful data transmission for multicast continuous media data. These problems are all related, especially when QoS has to be maintained.
Previous work at Lancaster, in the area of QoS support for distributed multimedia applications, has concentrated on resource management strategies for an extended Chorus micro-kernel [27] and a Quality of Service Architecture (QoS-A) [1] which proposes a framework to specify and implement the required performance properties of multimedia applications over ATM networks. That work is, however, focused on supporting peer-to-peer communications. Presently, we are motivated by the need to support group communications [20] within an environment which consists of PCs, workstations and specialised multimedia-enhanced devices connected by ATM, ethernet, mobile, and proprietary high-speed networks [18] . This environment is suitable for investigating QoS support mechanisms for multipeer services in truly heterogeneous systems within a local environment.
The paper presents implemented filtering mechanisms and initial experimental results which can be used to bridge heterogeneity issues found in networks, end-systems and applications. The QoS requirements of individual receivers are met through the application of filtering techniques. Our filters operate on encoded data streams and can adapt a data flow to meet the special needs of single users.
This paper is organised into eight sections. In section II we discuss the characteristics of multimedia multipeer communications. Section III introduces encoding and compression techniques. Section IV introduces the concept of filtering and the generic filter operations used at Lancaster. Section V highlights the experimental communications architecture over which these filter operations are deployed. Section VI outlines implementation details of the various filters. Experimental results are provided in section VII. And finally conclusions are discussed in section VIII.
II. MULTIPEER COMMUNICATIONS
Entities (e.g. sets of users, object entities, set of processors, etc.) geographically distributed across an open communications environment can communicate with one another in multiple ways. The simplest communication form is the one-to-one connection (point-to-point or unicast), where one entity transmits and the other receives. An alternative form of communication is the one-tomany connection (point-to-multipoint or multicast). Here, one entity transmits and multiple entities receive. These two simple communication paradigms-point-to-point and point-to-multipoint -form the basic building blocks through which complex communication topologies (e.g. many-tomany) between multiple entities can be established.
Such communication topologies are commonly referred to as multipeer communications.
Multicast functionality and support mechanisms have been proposed in the past. At present these mechanisms are mainly employed to support fault tolerance and distribution. They inherently deal with file transfer and applications which require delivery of a single self-contained message or task to one or more recipients. Typically this places a higher priority on reliability than on time constraints which are more important for the transmission of audio and video. While QoS support mechanisms for continuous media point-to-point communications have received considerable attention, point-tomultipoint QoS support mechanisms are only just beginning to be considered.
Digital audio and video services are characterised by a continual delivery of segments over a finite period of time from the commencement of the audio or video sequence. Each segment of this sequence is strongly time related to the previous segment. To preserve continuity in playout at a receiver, successive segments have to be delivered within tight timing constraints otherwise the service becomes disrupted. When developing point-tomultipoint QoS support mechanisms, time integrity, reliability, resource utilisation and what we call multipoint integrity need special consideration.
• Time integrity. The time integrity in media transfer and delivery to multiple recipients has to be preserved. Of interest are mechanisms which support throughput and delay (including delay jitter). Throughput and delay requirements are typically dependent on a recipients end-system capability and network connectivity. Each recipient can have distinct processing capabilities and available buffer resources to deal with these requirements. However, some applications may need to tightly control the playout of media at the disparate receivers ensuring that this playout is synchronised. This implies that delays need to be equally maintained across all recipients. Throughput may be reduced while ensuring that the start and end of the respective media objects at each receiver is synchronised.
• Reliability. The type of error control schemes employed to deal with experienced error rate characteristics may adversely affect continuity. Retransmission schemes are not suitable. Forward error recovery schemes are better suited to this media type. Forward error recovery mechanisms may be optionally used by the independent recipients in accordance to their own error sensitivity requirements.
• Resource utilisation. Considering the sheer volumes of data likely to be transmitted, QoS support mechanisms have to be highly efficient to ensure a minimal wastage of resources in terms of processing power (including scheduling), memory, and bandwidth. For example, the use of proper network multicast facilities (if available) so that multiple connections to the individual recipients are not required. This would minimise data copying at the transmitting end-system and would reduce bandwidth requirements. If multicasting facilities are not supported by the underlying network, the level of data copying and bandwidth requirements will be proportional to the number of recipients.
• Multipoint integrity. Depending on the application, in a point-to-multipoint communication, a (sub-)set of recipients may require a distinct but precise media quality. This sub-set may represent a mandatory set of users. Only if they can get the required quality the communication is deemed to be successful. This distinction will not only require separate QoS mechanisms to deal with time integrity, reliability and resource utilisation, but it may also influence the semantics of the supporting communication protocol. For example, some applications may require that in the establishment of a point-to-multipoint service a quorum or predetermined sub-set of recipients have agreed to take part.
In general, any developed QoS support mechanisms need to be flexible, allowing geographically distinct recipients to tailor these mechanisms in accordance to their individual needs or capabilities.
III. DIGITAL VIDEO COMPRESSION
Digital compression of graphics, still pictures, high quality audio and moving pictures ensures that storage space is saved, increases access speed to storage devices and, in a data communications environment, helps reduce bandwidth requirements. Research into compression technology has been a subject of great interest for many years within a very large dedicated community. Some very powerful, yet complex, compression algorithms have been developed but adopting these is difficult because of the expense in the specialised hardware required to implement them.
As with text file interchange formats and compression schemes many digital video and audio compression schemes exist. Hence, not only do we have a heterogeneity problem to solve with respect to end-systems and networks, but also with respect to digital video and audio compression schemes. The international compression standards considered here are JPEG [15] , MPEG 1 [21] , MPEG 2 [22] and H.261 [10] .
These standards not only define the compression techniques employed, but because they have been developed in the light of supporting existing and future storage and transmission systems, they also define the generated bit stream syntax, semantics, and sub-sets of suitable bit rates to support specific application domains. This knowledge can be used in the consolidation of a multimedia QoS-A. This section is not intended as a tutorial on compression standards. The objective is to provide a brief summary of the major differences and commonalty in the characteristics of these compression standards. This will help in the discussion of the proposed filtering mechanisms and the implications these have on other topics covered in this paper. However, for the interested reader, we have found the following literature [33] , [16] , [17] and [2] of great value in our own understanding of these compression standards.
A. Commonality and Differences Across the Standards
The different standards have been brought about to address different application areas: JPEG is intended for still image compression, H.261 has been developed to support video telephony, MPEG 1 video and its associated audio compression standard was developed for storage media devices which can provide a continuous transfer rate of approximately 1.5 Mbit/s, i.e. CDs, and the MPEG 2 standard is intended for broadcasting and telecommunications. MPEG 2 also provides a scalable syntax, which allows lower quality decoders (e.g. MPEG 1 decoders) to reconstruct useful video from pieces of the entire bit stream. The JPEG compression scheme is also used in a format called Motion-JPEG for the compression of moving pictures where each picture is encoded independently.
All these encoding standards employ the baseline sequential process, defined for lossy encoding within the JPEG standard, for the coding of independent pictures. These pictures are employed within H.261, MPEG 1 and 2 as prediction reference points for the encoding of other pictures which exploit temporal redundancy. The encoding steps performed by a typical baseline sequential encoder are illustrated in Figure 1 . The H.261 standard defines two types of frames: intraframe coded pictures which are encoded independently from any other pictures; and interframe pictures which are encoded with reference to previous pictures by exploiting temporal redundancy. MPEG primarily defines three types of frame: I-pictures which are the equivalent of intraframe pictures in H.261; Ppictures, equivalent to interframe pictures; and Bpictures which are bi-directionally predicted from I and P pictures. B-pictures demonstrate the highest degree of compression and are never used as reference points for further prediction.
The are a number of features which are common to the above compression standards which must considered if performing transcoding (see section 4.1) or other filter operations; all intra-coded frames are encoded using the same discrete cosine transform (DCT) algorithm based on blocks of 8x8 pixels. The similarities between JPEG and Ipictures in MPEG video are such that Motion-JPEG streams can be converted to I-picture video sequences suitable for MPEG decoders relatively easily.
After the forward DCT stage the DCT values are quantized. The quantization process again is similar across the standards, both MPEG and JPEG allowing quantize matrices to be specified by the encoding algorithm. H.261 uses flat 8x8 matrices for this process and only a level of quantization can be specified.
The major differences between the standards is the schemes used for entropy encoding. While all the standards use the same form of variable length coding (VLC) called Huffman coding [13] , the bitstreams produced by this process are different because of the data-stream syntax.
Across the standards, the generated bit-stream syntax is of course different. However, below the picture layer the structural composition is very similar as illustrated in Table 1 . This makes the conversion process easier as, at least conceptually, direct comparisons can be made at the different layers. [32] , where streams can be faded to black or mixed with other Motion-JPEG streams.
MPEG
In Figure 2 the points at which operations can be performed on the compressed bit-stream are illustrated. Region A is the uncompressed raw data where operations can be performed relatively simply, e.g. resizing/stretching, but the amount of data that has to be processed is very large due to its uncompressed nature. In region B the data is the same size as the raw data, but if the bit-stream is being decompressed in order to accomplish a particular operation and then recompressed (e.g. quantization factor adjustment), performing operations at this point saves completing the computationally intensive functions of forward-DCT and inverse-DCT transforms. At point C the many zeros produced by the FDCT have been removed and the data is considerably smaller, operations that are feasible at this point include: colour to monochrome conversions, data partitioning, frequency filtering and simple codecconversions. Operations on the fully compressed data, in region D, are standard specific and relatively simple, such as intelligent frame discarding or frame rate adjustment.
The above shows that a filter function can be optimised by performing the operation at the correct stage in the compression/decompression algorithm.
IV. FILTERING MECHANISMS
Filtering mechanisms at Lancaster are applied to codec generated data. These mechanisms exploit and adapt the structural composition of this type of continuous media traffic to ensure that end-user, application, end-system, network capabilities and requirements are met. The concept of filtering continuous media data is becoming an accepted form of meeting distinct QoS capabilities and requirements for multicast communications. The concept of filtering, how and where these operations are performed, has multiple interpretations across different research establishments.
A. Related Work in Filtering
The work at the University of California, San Diego (UCSD) [24] [25], as stated earlier, is intended for the support of large dissemination services only. Filters are defined as performing three functions: Selective, Transforming and Mixing. A Selective filter makes judgements on whether to forward or drop certain packets based on some given criteria. Essentially, the filter either drops sub-streams of a hierarchically encoded stream before they reach a particular client or is used to reduce frame rates. Transforming filters perform computations on a stream such as dithering 24bit colour down to 8bit colour. While mixing filters mix multiple streams into a new stream. These filters are instantiated by the various clients and can propagate into the network (filter operations can be performed within network routers) and towards the source. Some of the required operations involve complex processing of the stream data which, according to this research group, limits their use to high-end end-systems.
At the IBM European Networking Centre (IBM-ENC) Media Scaling [6] [12] offers a different approach to filtering. This is performed on an endto-end basis where network elements (i.e. routers and relays) do not have knowledge that filtering is taking place. Continuous media data streams are hierarchically encoded and filtering involves substream selection. This filtering is instantiated through the use of the HeiTS transport system [11] which assigns a separate connection to each substream. The rate of data transfer across these connections is then continuously scaled up or down according to the detected network load. This process is referred to as continuous scaling. Alternatively discrete scaling can be instantiated where the delivered QoS to a particular client is made up of a number of these connections (each carrying a single sub-stream). Again, this QoS is dynamically adjusted by establishing or releasing particular connections.
The real-time transport protocol (RTP) [31] being defined by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) includes the concept of an RTP-level bridge. This bridge is capable of mixing streams (and producing new timing information) and performing conversions between encoding formats (transcoding). Another unit within this protocol is the RTP-level translator employed to translate format and semantics across transport protocols. For example, it can convert a multicast packet to a number of uni-cast packets so that they can be transferred across a network with no multicast support. A translator may also perform transcoding but unlike the bridge does not affect any synchronisation information associated with the data.
The resource reservation protocol (RSVP) [36] , also being defined within the IETF, has another perspective on the concept of filters. With the use of RSVP, clients may reserve resources at switches (e.g. buffers). Which traffic or packets employ these resources is then determined by a packet filter. There are a number of reservation styles, which are differentiated by the type of filter used. The filter mechanism to determine which packets may use the reserved resources according to the following styles:
Fixed-Filter This reservation is applicable to only one sender, i.e. only packet from the specified sender will be forwarded.
Shared-Explicit This reservation allows multiple senders to use the same reserved resources, but only the senders that are explicitly specified by the receiver.
Wildcard-Filter The Wildcard-Filter allows all senders to use the reserved resources.
The concept of filtering is also being considered as part of the retrieval process within new developing storage technologies. At the University of California, Berkeley [29] , they are investigating the storage of media in a intermediate encoding format which can then be quickly converted to the particular encoding format required. Also, by analysing the data as it is stored (for example determining where I-, P-and B-pictures are in an MPEG stream) only the data required by a particular client (e.g. just I-pictures) needs be recovered.
As is evident from the above outlines into the filter concept, distinct approaches are taken according to the particular problem being looked at. These include: optimisation of bandwidth usage, adoption of filters for handling client heterogeneity, optimisation of resource allocation and optimisations in the retrieval process of stored media.
B. Generic Filter Mechanisms
In this section we outline five base filter operations which can be instantiated at various levels within our QoS-A for handling heterogeneity issues in order to support multipeer communications. These operations are in line with the work proposed earlier and represent initial building blocks for simple filters or more complex encoding transformation filters [35] . They are not mutually exclusive, meaning that one or more of these operations may be applied in succession to a single continuous media stream.
• hierarchical-filter. This filter operates on a sub-stream basis where a flow is split into a number of related sub-streams (or scalable extensions). The hierarchical filter can be used to select the required number of sub-streams. Each sub-stream can be associated with a particular QoS and handled independently at the end-system and network. At the end-system we can associate distinct communication protocol functionality (i.e. reliable data transfer, flow control, multicast, etc.) with each sub-stream, while in the network the substreams may take independent paths and again distinct QoS characteristics may be associated with these paths.
• frame-dropping-filter. This is a media discarding filter used to reduce frame rates. The filter has knowledge of the frame types (e.g. Intraor Inter-frame coding type) and drops frames according to importance. For example, the pecking order for an MPEG 1 video stream would be B-, Pand finally I-pictures. The frame-dropping-filter may be used to ensure that a receiver receives frames at a rate suitable to its processing capabilities or because it can only decode one type of picture (e.g. I-pictures). This filter operation can also be employed to save network resources by discarding frames that are late or have been corrupted by loss of constituent packets [26] .
• codec-filter. This filter performs compression, decompression, encoding translation, colour to monochrome translation etc. Some of these operations may be more demanding than others, thus specialised hardware support may be required for this purpose. These filter operations take into account the differences and similarity issues discussed earlier.
• splitting/mixing-filter. In situations where a source cannot provide a hierarchically encoded stream (as many hardware compression boards do not at present) but such a stream would be advantageous the splitting-filter can take a single stream and split it into the required sub-stream structure. For example, an MPEG 1 video stream can be split so that the I-, P-and B-pictures can be assigned to separate sub-streams. These can then be passed through a hierarchical filter at a later stage. SNR scalability and data partitioning can also be added by this filter: the MSB and LSB of a stream's DCT-coefficients or the low-frequency and highfrequency coefficients of a stream could be split.
The mixing filter is used to mix streams together or to multiplex audio and video where the encoding supports this kind of structure (e.g. MPEG). The operation involves accessing the data within the streams and performing an averaging function, for example, in the case of mixing stereo audio into mono or mixing a 6 person audio conference into one flow. Where a stream has been split by a splitting-filter the operation may just involve resynchronising a number of frames and rebuilding the necessary stream structure.
• parsing-filter. The parsing filter is not a filter in the true sense. It is used to scan through a file and gather statistics on that file. It is intended for use on a storage server where it may be necessary to know important information about a file in order to formulate an appropriate flow-spec. Information that can be gathered include maximum frame sizes, minimum frame sizes, intended frame rate, decoder buffer requirement, total number of frames and, by further calculation, stream duration and data rate required.
C. Filter Location
A key issue in the engineering of any filter model is the topological placement of the filter operation. In the path between a source and a recipient a filter operation can be performed either within the network fabric or at the network edge (i.e. end-systems and gateways).
The placement algorithm should obviously instantiate the operation at the optimum location. The criteria for determining this location depends on the following factors:
• Data Unit Encapsulation The amount of information a particular node has about a stream and hence its ability to execute a filtering function is reliant on the way the data is encapsulated within the protocol data unit (PDU). Separate video frames, for example, could be encapsulated within separate PDUs, and so a gateway or router could perform a frame dropping function by dropping PDUs (either as a result of an explicit instruction or because of an amount of corruption within the PDU.
• Switch Capability If a gateway or router is to carry out various filtering operations this must be done without adversely, or even at all, affecting the other traffic through the switch. The operation should only be carried out if there is idle processor time. Of course, implementing filtering within switches, except for connection based scaling, will require reprogramming of the switch. It is unlikely, at least at the present time, that these operations will be introduced to wide area or service switches. Such operations are more likely to be introduced into the local domain where control and responsibility for switches is local. Here, it is plausible that switches could be reconfigured and reprogrammed to incorporate filter operations.
• End-system Capability End-systems in certain cases are the optimum place for filters. The term end-systems includes as well as sources and receivers, high level gateways as these are also at the network edge. Certain sources or low end receivers may not have the necessary capabilities to execute a particular operation, that is, to execute it within the imposed time constraints. The operation may therefore be performed at a less optimal location on the network. As part of our experimentation we employ a filter server. This is a powerful machine ideally situated within the local environment and capable of performing filter operations on behalf of sources, receivers and other network nodes.
• Available Bandwidth If the manipulation of a stream involves a major change in the bit rate, such as compression or decompression, then to utilise the network resources best the operation must be executed where the stream will not cause adverse network loading. That is, an operation that produces a larger bitstream should be executed as close to the receiver as possible and conversely an operation that reduces the size of the bit-stream should be located as close to the source as possible. This location is of course dependent on the other factors discussed in this section.
• Time Constraints As we are manipulating real-time data the time constraints imposed on generation, transmission and playout of a particular sequence must be considered before any kind of operation is performed on the bit-stream. This is because no matter how powerful a filtering engine may be, time will always be consumed. This affects both the experienced transmission delay and jitter. A trade off has to be reached between the benefits of filtering, network performance and time constraints.
• Filter Combination A number of the more complex filter operations involve similar algorithms on the bit stream; entropy decoding for example. It makes good sense if such algorithms are to be repeated on the same bit stream at the same node or in close proximity to combine filter operations to minimise processing requirements and associated delay.
• Propagation In a dynamic heterogeneous network the optimum location for a particular filter operation may change over time, hence a filter has the ability to move or propagate to a more suitable node. Propagation may occur when a client joins or leaves a current session, or if a node or link becomes heavily loaded and some processing must be offloaded to neighbouring nodes. The mechanisms to enable filters to propagate are explained in section VI(D).
The decision of where to perform filtering is still a matter of debate, some filter models only perform filtering at the end-system [6] , [25] , where other models are network based [36] . Putting filters into switches does have advantages, it is the most logical place after all, but this may cause a detriment of the overall performance of the switch. End-system filtering is easier to implement and causes least disruption to existing services but does not realise the full potential of filtering operations.
Through our experimentation, reported on later in the paper, it is clear in our opinion that frame dropping can easily be implemented within switches using techniques as described in [26] or at the network layer in routers or IP switches by simply typing or prioritising packets. Other filters which require more content knowledge should be performed at the application domain in application level gateways.
The filter system we have developed aims to allow an evaluation of filter operations in terms of processing requirements, execution time, etc. and hence produce a firm criteria on how, when and where to filter.
V. COMMUNICATIONS ARCHITECTURE
While ATM promises many great things for multimedia, plugging a large number of PCs/ workstations in a local environment to ATM is at present very expensive. Considering the advances in compression activities and the type of applications that can be serviced this may not be a requirement. More cost effective network topologies combining both ATM and Ethernets can be set-up which could provide some guaranteed QoS. This idea has motivated this research into filtering mechanisms and the development of a new protocol architecture which is briefly introduced in the following sections.
The network infrastructure at Lancaster consists of a combination of service networks and research networks. Figure 3 gives an outline of the Lancaster infrastructure. It shows the important elements of an ATM network, ethernet segments and a variety of disparate end-systems. The ATM network is comprised of a number of networks based around Fore Systems, Olivetti and ATM Ltd equipment. The ATM links range from 25Mbits/s UTP through 100Mbits/s TAXI based coax and multi-mode fibre (MMF) links to 155Mbits/s fibre connections. Also in the computing department at Lancaster are a large number of ethernet networks and ethernet hubs. Figure 3 , shows a PC based machine being used as a bridge between the ATM and ethernet/IP world. This is the obvious location for a continuous media filtering agent.
Previous wireless mobile research has utilised GSM digital technology [5] . Currently under investigation is the European TETRA digital mobile standard. In parallel operation is a wireless mobile packet data radio network, based on AX25 (amateur X25).
The Lancaster infrastructure consists of an array of end-system architectures. The end-systems range from high-end workstations and servers (Silicon Graphics Indigo, Sun Sparc 5, Sun Sparc 10, Sun SparcServer-1000E) through powerful PC machines, (100MHz Pentium) to relatively slower machines (50-66MHz 486 PCs). 
A. Protocol Stack
The protocol stack utilised in our current experimental set-up is illustrated in Figure 4 .
We have included an Admission Control Module (ACM) which at present performs a buffer, network bandwidth and delay test on all new continuous media connection requests. CPU schedulability tests are the subject of other work at Lancaster involved with real-time kernels, in particular Chorus. While thread scheduling is seen as a major requirement for multimedia applications, here, our interests lie on protocol mechanisms and filtering operations. The type of multimedia applications that we are experimenting with only require decompression and playback. This functionality will eventually be performed by codecs relieving the CPU from this computer intensive task. At present, we are simply relying on the processor capabilities to demonstrate the above mechanisms. [9] . We intend to update our current IP protocol to IPv6 [14] which provides flow identification facilities for which flow specs are held by routers to determine which resources should be made available for each flow. This will simplify our FAP and FRP.
B. Flow Characterisation
Flow characterisation is used to represent and convey QoS requirements to the various protocols involved in peer-to-peer and peer-to-multipeer communications. While these protocols work at distinct levels of a communications architecture, some providing resource reservation and others dealing with specific data transfer requirements, it is possible to provide a unified view across these domains through suitable flow characterisation.
Requirements are expressed through the aid of quantitative parameters and qualitative attributes. These are encapsulated into a flow spec [23] and may then be distributed to peer-users, network and end-system resource management protocols to facilitate peer-to-peer and peer-to-multipeer context establishment and maintenance. Our intention is to work with pre-defined specifications of video/audio flows ideally suited to specific application requirements and set of devices. These pre-defined specifications, uniquely identified and version controlled, are maintained in a flow library.
The flow spec employed is an extension of the previous Lancaster flow spec described in [1] . The extensions allow for the identification of encoding types, filters, multipeer integrity and sub-flow identification. In the following sections we highlight some of the more important characteristics identifiable in the revised flow spec. Our flow management model, which outlines flow establishment, maintenance and release is described in [9] .
QoS Characterisation
The This characterisation is employed to identify flows with discrete quality values to simplify flow establishment and QoS negotiation. In other words, the identified maximum, average, minimum and threshold values are not augmented with bounds identifying continuous ranges for limiting QoS negotiation mechanisms, as identified in [30] , [19] . Instead, negotiation implies discrete flow selection, either by the provider or end-user. For example, Figure 5 illustrates some meaningful flows which would be identifiable through appropriate QoS characterisation. When negotiating, a source may request for the highest quality (e.g. HDTV quality video), but as this request propagates to the receiver it may be reduced accordingly by the provider to a lower quality (e.g. TV quality video) and finally by the receiver to a flow which is suitable for its capabilities (e.g. VHS quality video).
Flow specs are created to represent a profile of a specific continuous media stream which through the aide of filtering can be broken down into discrete quality playout levels. The flow specs contain enough information to identify these discrete levels and the type of filtering operation that is required at a particular node to reduce playout qualities from one level to another. The profiles illustrated in Figure 5 are example profiles. Each level illustrated for the video profile can in turn be broken down to further discrete levels which represent different frame rates, image size, colour format, etc. In our communications architecture, the profiles employed for MPEG 1 video and Motion-JPEG provide us with three discrete quality playout levels. The quality playout levels are selected in such a way that allows us an easy way of identifying the required filter operation to reduce the full quality to one of the identified discrete levels. Figure 6 illustrates the type of profiles and levels which we identify for MPEG 1 video and Motion-JPEG. Each of these levels is characterised by throughput, delay and error rate requirements.
C. Continuous Media Protocol
The CMP protocol provides two interfaces to user processes utilising two separate sockets, one for control data and the other for continuous media data. This is in line with previous work on transport protocols at Lancaster [8] , [4] and is akin to the current RTP proposal. Like with RTP, the protocol is embedded into the application and an appropriate application level framing (ALF) [3] scheme suitable for filtering is employed. The control interface is employed to signal results of QoS monitoring and invoke actions (via feedback) at the source or intermediate nodes, in the dissemination path of the continuous media stream, which alter its characteristics to reflect network and/or end-system capabilities. Both FRP and FAP messages may be transmitted through the control path. This separation will allow for a simple migration towards a better performance architecture which will incorporate hardware supported decoding and playback facilities. As described in [7] , in-kernel data paths will be exploited to minimise both data copies and context switches. This will involve intercepting protocol upcalls when data is delivered from the network and redirecting this data to either an in-kernel buffer or directly to the decoder's frame buffer (if the hardware used supports DMA transfers). With the in-kernel buffer scheme, a buffer is shared between the network driver and the decoder driver allowing these devices to function asynchronously without user process interaction to control the data transfer across these devices through explicit read and write system calls. Under this set-up, continuous media data will not cross the user/kernel boundary and only the control socket interface will be utilised by user processes. This will be suitable for multimedia applications which simply require decoding and playback functionality but have no requirements for performing any further processing on the delivered continuous media data. The continuous media protocol data unit (PDU), which is encapsulated within a UDP PDU, is illustrated in Figure 7 . The Type field is used to uniquely identify the type of data carried within each packet. Each video and audio stream is parsed and packetised according to its encoding layer hierarchy. This ensures that logical data unit boundaries are preserved. For example, MPEG video is parsed and packetised in such a way that sequence headers, group of picture headers and each individual picture type is contained and uniquely identified within separate packets. This packetisation strategy is exploited for the application of filtering operations such as frame discarding, low pass filtering, mixing and transcoding. For video data only three types of video frame are identifiable: intra, predicted and bidirectionally predicted. With MPEG video packetisation all three types are employed, with H.261 only the first two types are used and finally with JPEG video only the intra type is employed. Both IP and AAL5 allow for a maximum frame size of 64 Kbytes which is more than suitable for encapsulating any compressed video/audio frame produced by these encoding schemes.
The sequence number field is used to detect lost and miss-sequenced packets, while the time stamp field is used for monitoring transmission delay and delay variance. The PDU length field is already present within the UDP header. To obtain the true data payload, on reception, we simply subtract the fixed sized CMP header from this length field.
The filter allocation PDU format, which can be sent through the control interface of CMP, is illustrated in Figure 8 . The Type field, as above, is used to identify that this is a filter request message. The Straem_Id field identifies the stream on which the filter operation is to be applied. The Filter_Op field identifies the particular filter operation required an indicates how the rest of the message should be interpreted. Dependent upon the filter operation the Filter_Params field may contain a number of filter parameters or zero data Other message types dealing with control and monitoring are encapsulated in a similar manner to that illustrated in Figure 8 . These messages include: QoS monitoring results messages, connection and group management control messages. The Type field essentially determines how to process the remainder of the packet.
VI. FILTER IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Here we explain the algorithms currently implemented to perform filtering operations. The filtering procedures are contained within a filter_agent on each filter capable node. The operation of each filter can be adjusted to meet the set of input parameters specified by the calling object, such as how many frames the dropper filter should drop.
A. Communication Software
The core of this section centres around a demonstrator system which has been developed to test the quantitative effects of different filter operations. These effects also include the side effects some filter operations may incur. The demonstrator consists of a number of software components responsible for the transmission, filtering and displaying of continuous media streams, see figure 9 . The file daemon module listens on a well known port for new MPEG 1 video clip requests. When a request is received and verified it invokes an MPEG 1 video agent which packetizes and transmits the video data in compliance with our continuous media transport protocol (CMP), section V(c). The CM data can be transmitted using either credit based rate control or frame based control mechanism.
Fig. 10. Client Application Control Panel
The client application is based around the Berkeley video player [28] which has been adapted to run with two sockets as required by the CMP protocol. The client application monitors the received QoS and uses an event-action threshold [34] to issue a filter request. The present implementation allows the event threshold to be a certain amount of data loss and the action to be the instantiation of a filter operation. This is illustrated in the control panel of Figure 10 .
The filter daemon, like the file daemon, awaits for initial filter requests when a multipeer session is established and invokes a filter agent to perform the required functionality. The agents interpret the CMP protocol and employ it for data transfer but unlike the other software modules they use three sockets: one for control and signalling, one for continuous media data input, and the other for continuous media data output. These agents may be initially invoked without performing any filtering and just perform a monitoring role.
B. Integrated Filters
The filter types implemented, all operate on video media. This is predominately MPEG compressed video. The transcoding filter is the exception, converting Motion-JPEG to MPEG video. Most filters have been integrated into the experimental system. That is, they operate using unix network sockets to receive and transmit data. A few filters have been designed to be used 'off-line' and all input and output functions are conducted on local files.
Dropping Filter
The dropping filter drops data from the compressed bit-stream on a frame by frame basis (region D in figure 2 ). The criterion that is currently used is based either on frame type, for MPEG, or N frames out of M. The frame dropper is a quick and simple way to reduce the bit-stream to a lower throughput at times of congestion or if a receiver cannot achieve the required playout rate either because of limited processing power or limited network bandwidth.
A combination of the frame-type dropper and Nout-of-M dropper can be used together. Typically the ratio between I-, P-and B-pictures is large (e.g. an MPEG video GOP may consist of one I-picture, four P-pictures and say 10 B-pictures). If only a frame-type filter is used this gives a poor granularity of frame rate reduction. The N-out-of-M dropper is used in combination with the frame-type dropper to vary the number of frames of particular type that are discarded.
Low Pass Filters
It is possible to perform simple operations on semi-decompressed data in the frequency domain (region C in Figure 2 ) This is because the data, (i.e. the quantized coefficients) is structured into runlevel pairs for each block. The higher position of the coefficient in the zig-zag ordering, the higher the frequency it corresponds to. In the frequency domain a low-pass filter is implemented which discards the higher frequency components, thus reducing the bit-rate, without discarding any complete frames or affecting frame rate.
Colour Reduction Filters
The colour reduction filters (colour to monochrome and colour to DC-colour) again operate in region C of figure 2 .
The colour to mono-chrome filter discards any chrominance related material in the bit-stream. It is intended for use where the receiver cannot display colour information. The MPEG 1 video standard stipulates that each macro-block must contain exactly three components, one luminance and two colour difference (chrominance) components. In order to remove the colour blocks from each macroblock the chrominance blocks are replaced with empty blocks.
The DC-colour filter is similar to the low-pass filter except that it only operates on the colour information. It removes all the AC-coefficients from a chrominance block leaving just the DC-coefficient. The picture then is represented by the same pixel resolution of brightness but with a much lower resolution of chrominance.
Requantization Filters
Like the low-pass filter, the re-quantization filter is a method of reducing bit-rate while maintaining the same frame rate. In order to re-quantizate the data in the compressed bit stream it most decompressed to region B in figure 2, i.e. each DCT co-efficient is huffman decoded and dequantized. The factor used to dequantize each coefficient, which may be a single value or a quantizer matrix, is then increased. The DCTcoefficients are then requantized and recompressed using the new quantizer value.
The size of the quantizer determines how many bits are assigned to each coefficient and hence how accurately the values are represented. Increasing the quantizer reduces the produced bit-rate. Requantization may cause some near-zero values to be requantized to zero and hence discarded.
Transcoder
The current transcoding functions are designed for speed and therefore operate in the region marked 'C' in Figure 2 . When decompressing, transcoders are applied after the entropy decoding stage but before de-quantization. When compressing, they are applied before the entropy encoding stage but after quantization. The transcoder relies heavily on the compressed bitstream being in the correct format. For example, when transcoding MPEG video to Motion-JPEG, to maintain the same frame rate the MPEG video stream must contain I-pictures only. All P-and Bpictures need to be discarded. The JPEG standard is very rich and hence there are many possible arrangements of a JPEG image (e.g. components per image, components per scan, horizontal and vertical sampling factors, whether the components are interlaced or not, etc.). Therefore, to transcode easily from Motion-JPEG to MPEG video requires that the JPEG images conform to the same basic structure of MPEG I-pictures. The standard Motion-JPEG streams we used for experimentation purposes did, by default, conform to the 'MPEG like' structure, for example the JPEG Minimum
Mixers
In situations where a receiver has only one hardware decoder, or processing resources are limited, it is possible to multiplex two or more streams into the same decoding process. Due to buffer limitations, particularly on hardware systems, it is only realistic to mix streams where there is no dependencies between frames, i.e. intra coded bit-streams such as Motion-JPEG and Ipicture only MPEG video.
There are two implementations of the mixing filter, a frame mixer and slice mixer. The frame mixer simply interleaves frames from different sources, hence a decoding process must be aware of this fact to perform correct demultiplexing of the frames.
The slice mixing filter generates a new frame consisting of images from separate sources. This can be performed simply if the source data similar and arrange with the correct slice structure (i.e. one slice per macroblock row). After mixing the data stream appears as one single stream, therefore the decoder need not be aware of any mixing taking place.
C. Off-Line Filters
In addition to the filters described in section VI(b) there are a number of implemented filter operations which operate on stored files.
Analysing Filter
To ascertain important information, such as compression format, image size, required playout rate, bandwidth requirement, etc., about a bitstream or stored file and to generate a flow-spec for such an object, an automatic flow-spec-generator is used, the analysing filter.
It first determines the compression scheme used by scanning for unique header codes. Depending on just how much information is held within the bitstream, it then builds a flow-spec for the multimedia object in question. The information available varies between standards, for example, Motion-JPEG contains no real-time related data as it is in effect a sequence of unrelated JPEG still images, whereas MPEG contains explicit SMPTE timing information for playout rates as well as minimum decoder buffer size and delay requirements. The generated flowspec is used to allocate resources and determine which filter operations are possible on the bit-stream Segmentation
The function of a segmentation filter is to separate out a bit-stream or file into the main header units and frame units. The MPEG segmenter separates an MPEG file or stream into sequence header, GOP header and I-, P-and B-pictures. These units can then be stored separately, allowing filtering to be performed as part of the retrieval process, or passed to the communication protocol where they can be sent as separate, individually identifiable packets possibly on separate connections. By packetising the data in this way a priority can be assigned to the packets so that the communications sub-system can apply appropriate queuing policies ensuring that important data is not lost.
D. Filter Propagation
Filter propagation employs the same filter allocation PDU used to instantiate filter operations (see figure 8) . The clients and filter agents are self monitoring and issue filter requests in reaction to changes in their received data stream or as a result of filter requests from other filter agents and clients. For example, a filter agent monitors the filter operations being performed on its out-going links. If, say, each down stream node from a filter agent required only monochrome data (i.e. the filter agent is performing a colour to monochrome filter on each of its out-going links) then a filter allocation request will be sent upstream to perform the filtering in one instance and also closer to the source. An example is illustrated in figure 11 . Figure 11a shows a multipeer dissemination tree with a number of filters being performed within the tree. CM Data flows from left to right, in this example. The filters at points B, G and H are identical. In figure 11b , node 3 has noted that the two filters on its output ports are the same and the filter operation could be conducted closer to the source. It issues a filter allocation message to Node 1 to request this action. In figure 11c node 1 also realises its filtering functions can now be performed up-stream, in this case the source and issues a single request to the source. Filters at B and C propagate to the source Note that the filter at point D, servicing client 1, cannot propagate past node 2 as the other clients on node 2, clients 2 and 3, still require a quality greater than that of client 1. Therefore, the higher quality stream must always be input into node 2.
Care must be taken to ensure that a network is not too dynamic, i.e. filter control messages propagating wildly around the network causing oscillations in QoS levels. For this reason filter propagation may only occur either at set intervals or as a final action if other QoS control mechanisms fail.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
It is essential to know the quantitative effects on a bit-stream of instantiating a filter operation before it can be effectively used. This is primarily because the results determine when and why a particular filter may be used, but also if there are any adverse side effects of providing a particular filtering function. Preliminary research has concentrated on: the effects on the size of the compressed bit-stream being operated upon, the processing requirements (in terms of time) of the filter operations themselves, subsequent effects on decoder requirements and to a lesser extent the subjective differences observed on the decompressed information. The results are obtained from the frame dropping, colour reduction, low-pass, requantization and transcoding filters.
The filtering system described in sections V and VI has been tested on over 50 different MPEG video sequences gathered from various archive sites around the internet and also MPEG files generated at Lancaster. These sequences have been generated using a variety of encoding hardware and software (different files have different levels of MPEG standard compliance). A cross-section of these sequences were used to produce the results detailed in this section and where applicable individual test sequences are displayed. The sequences have a range of image size and stream structure.
A. Bandwidth Requirements
Our current research has produced some interesting results concerning the bit-rate reductions achieved with our present filter mechanisms.
Frame Level Filters
The work with the frame dropping filter has proved the importance for a good flow spec when establishing an adaptive communication path. Because of the varied structure of an MPEG video stream, in that, no set patterns or ratios of I-, P-, and B-pictures are specified within the standard, the effects of dropping frames can produce quite diverse results. We have begun to tie down the relationship between stream structure and bit-stream size by performing dropping operations on, and analysing, a number of MPEG sequences. Figure 12 illustrates that the effect of the dropping filter is dependent upon the GOP pattern. The MPEG sequences in figure 12 have, from left to right, GOP patterns of IBBPBB, IBBPBB, IBPBPBPBPBPBPBPBPBPBPBPBPBPBPB, IBBPBBPBBPBBPBB, and IBBPBBPBBPBB respectively.
The three bars for each sequence show the frame rate, in figure 11a , and the data-rate, in figure 11b, of the full stream, the stream minus B-pictures and the stream minus B-and P-pictures, respectively from left to right. Fig. 12b . Effect on data-rate of frame dropping filter
The canyon.mpg and airwolf.mpg sequences have the same GOP structure so the drop in frame rate will be equivalent for each level, e.g. dropping B-pictures reduces each of these two streams frame rate by two thirds.
The reduction in bandwidth is not comparable to the frame rate. For example, dropping all the Bpictures from the canyon.mpg stream reduces the frame rate by two thirds yet the bandwidth is only reduced by under a third. This is due to the relative sizes and frequency of the different frame types, i.e. the predictive frames are more numerous and much smaller than the intracoded frames. This is important to consider when performing frame dropping operations as there is a non-linear relationship between the frame rate and bit-rate that is dependent on this GOP structure.
A finer control of the bit-rate is achieved if only some of the B-pictures or P-pictures are dropped; Figure 13 shows the possible steps of frame rate reduction and how much the bit-rate drops per frame, in terms of percentage of the total bit-stream.
The values shown are averages taken from a number of test-files. Two kinks exist in each line where the frame type changes from B-to P-picture and from P-picture to I-picture. This is where the step sizes change due to the size of the frames being dropped changing (i.e. B-pictures are smallest and most numerous so provide finer alterations to the bit-stream). Figure 14 shows the mean bandwidth requirement of an I-only MPEG file before filtering and after various filters have been applied with different parameters. When applied to other MPEG sequences the results obtained were similar, therefore it can be estimated the effect a filter may have on MPEG compressed data. For example, removing all the colour information by using to the colour-mono filter, can produce a data rate drop of about 10-20%. An interesting point is that applying the colour-DC-colour produces virtually the same drop as the colour-mono filter. So, if a colour reduction filter is being applied to reduce bandwidth (and not merely to remove colour) then it is visually better to apply the colour to DC-colour filter and retain some colour information.
Codec-Level Filters
Much greater bandwidth reductions can be achieved by the appliance of the low-pass and requantization filter.
The low-pass filter operates by discarding higher frequency coefficients from each block in each frame. The effect of the filter depends on how much high frequency component exists within an image. The MPEG compression scheme is designed such that there is a relationship between the position of a DCT-coefficient in the zig-zig scan order and the amount of data represented by that coefficient. In other words, a frequency distribution of the image components can ascertained. Frequency plots of low-pass cut-off frequency (DCT-coefficient) and bandwidth reduction achieved are plotted in figure 15 . There is an inverse relationship between these factors. Bandwidth reductions of 65% to 85% can be achieved by using the low-pass with a frequency cut-off point set to 1, i.e. only the DCfrequency component is passed. This inevitably produces a poor visual quality of output stream (see section VII(c)). By using the cut-off (CO) points of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 enables the output throughput of the filter to be controlled in linear, discrete steps. The requantization filter can, like the low-pass filter, produce dramatic drops in the bandwidth requirement of a stream. Its effect has been observed to be abrupt. For example, increasing the quantization factor (Q) by only 1 usually, creates a large drop. This is because many of the non-zero coefficients will be near zero and increasing the quantizer only slightly will requantize these values to zero.
It is more difficult to predict the effect of the requantization filter than the low-pass filter as this is dependent on factors used in the compression of the data stream, namely the quantization factor. Also the ability for the quantization factor to dynamically change between frames and macroblocks within those frames makes its effect unpredictable. Transcoder Also in operation is the Motion-JPEG to MPEG 1 video converter. As said earlier, this operates by using the JPEG entropy decoding scheme to reach a semi-decompressed state and then recompressing the bit-stream using the MPEG entropy encoding scheme; producing an I-picture only MPEG 1 video stream. When transcoding the set of Motion-JPEG test files we noticed a slight increase in the bitstream size of about 2%. This is probably because the JPEG entropy encoding tables can be tailored to provide the best compression ratio for a particular set of input data, whereas MPEG 1 video employs a generic entropy table that achieves good results for practically all cases. Although the difference is not large it is important to be aware of any such possible changes when allocating resources.
B. Real-time Requirements
To determine the additional delay incurred by inserting a filter operation in the path of a continuous media stream, additional measurements were taken at the same time as the bandwidth tests in the previous section. The total time between receiving a packet at the filter agent to transmitting it on the output side was measured for each frame. This includes the time to depacketise, semidecompress, filter, re-compress and packetise each frame. It does not include the time to pass the packet from the network device through the protocol and back again as this is a peripheral issue related to the underlying transport system.
The following results were obtained by running the experimental filter system on a lightly loaded 100MHz Pentium running Linux.
Only the processing time for the various intracoded frame type filters is considered; the frame dropping function involves virtually no processing. The limiting factor for the frame dropping filter is the copying of the data from kernel to user space and vice versa. This can be eliminated by implementation at a lower layer. Figure 16 shows the time results from a single test sequence, giving the mean processing time, the standard deviation of the processing time and the maximum and minimum processing times. Processing times for other test sequences are similar and follow the same pattern.
As can be seen from figure 16 the processing time for each filter operation varies depending on the filter and filter parameter instantiated. The difference in processing time is caused primarily by there being less data to re-encode after the filter has performed its discarding operation.
The different MPEG sequences were transmitted at different rates determined by the decoding capability of the client system. The data rate, or rather frame rate, has obvious implications on the allowed time for a filter to perform its operation. For example, the iicm.mpg sequence (shown in figure 16 ) was transmitted at 15 frames per second, this gives an inter-frame gap of 66mS, hence for timely delivery the filter operation must be completed within this time, i.e. before the next frame arrives. Although a filter operation may increase the end-to-end delay experiments have shown that each filter operation is performed within the required inter-packet time bound, i.e. each frame can be filtered in less time than the client system takes to decode the same frame.
Another potential side-effect of introducing a filter operation to a media stream is the increase in jitter that maybe experienced. In our experiments the difference between the maximum and minimum frame processing times can vary by as much as 50mS. This is a result of the image content and difference between images. For example, a sequence called hardboiled.mpg contained simple 'caption' frames and also complex, detailed images.
The variation in delay when the filters were applied to another I-frame only the MPEG sequence, njy.mpg, were very small. This is because the njy.mpg sequence was a typical conference situation, i.e. a head and shoulders shot, with little movement. Each frame is virtually identical hence the time to process the each frame is almost equivalent. Obviously the difference in frame sizes would be larger if predictive frames were used.
As said above the more data a filter discards the less it has to process for re-encoding and hence the faster it operates. This also has implications for the decoding process. As data is discarded at the filter, there is less for the client system decoder to process. Therefore, the delay incurred by placing a filter within a data stream is offset by the gain in reduced delay at the software decoder. In figure 17 it can be seen that where the low-pass filter is used with a low cut-off point (CO=1 and CO=2) the actual end-to-end delay can be reduced. 
C. Visualisation of filter effects
Applying a filter to a video stream will inevitably affect the quality of the information in that stream, the frame rate may be reduced or the visual quality reduced. The following screen shots show the visual effect of applying the filter operations described in the previous sections. The images allow a subjective analysis As a result of discarding higher frequency image components, the low-pass filter causes blurring of the image, this is shown in figure 18 . The picture becomes more blurred as the cut-off frequency is lowered. The quality drops off dramatically at low cut-off values (i.e. less than 4). This is due to the reasons discussed in relation to figure 15, i.e. there is more data at lower frequencies. In figure 18b the boundaries of individual blocks can be clearly seen as only the DC-component of the blocks remain.
The requantization filter can produce unusual visual artefacts where there is a large change in the image content, i.e. at image edges. The is because of the approximation that is made when the requantization filter is applied to the DCT -coefficients. This effect can be seen on the edges in figure 18e .
Not shown but easy to describe, the colour to monochrome filter maintains the same image quality except that the image is reduced to a grayscale picture. The colour to DC-colour filter again maintains the image quality, but the colour is represented as blocks of colour.
We have deduced that filtering operations are possible in a real-time environment, if at a slight cost in end-to-end delay. The saving on network throughput may in fact counteract the increase in network delay by reducing buffer queues. We have shown some of the results of our filter operations in the form of stills but a set of MPEG video sequences demonstrating the effects of filtering and also the filtering software can be found at http//:www.comp.lancs.ac.uk/computing/users/njy/ demo.html. 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The work presented here is intended to solve current problems of heterogeneity found in endsystem architectures, networks entities and compression schemes. This problem is particularly acute in multipeer and multicast communications where the dissemination of information is to a large number of diversely capable client systems.
By integrating adaptive continuous media based mechanisms with a dynamic communication protocol subsystem we have found it possible not only to bridge the heterogeneity gap but also to optimise the utilisation of end-system and network resources.
This paper has concentrated on the filter mechanisms involved in adapting continuous media streams. We have shown that both simple and complex algorithms can be instantiated at endsystems and intermediate nodes to perform the required adaptive operations. We have found by experiment that the choice and location of filter operations is dependent on a large number of continuously varying parameters relating to the heterogeneous environment in question.
In developing this software, we have ensured that it is both portable and easily extensible, to allow for simple addition and the investigation of new features. These characteristics of our software havebeen confirmed by a number of institutions that have obtained it from our ftp site and by our own students who have developed further features as part of their undergraduate studies. Also, it has proved to be an indispensable aide in the teaching of compression and networking.
Future work is intended to include the scaling up of the current prototype system to examine the effects on larger-scale group communications. Also, we intend to integrate some of these mechanisms into our adaptive application projects over wireless networks [35] . Other extensions will include dealing with both audio and emerging video standards.
Experimentation with the current software filtering system has proved conclusively that heterogeneity issues can be bridged and that filters are the best way forward to deliver individual QoS for individual clients within multipeer communications.
